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FEDORA - The European Circle of Philanthropists that supports
today the opera and ballet creations of tomorrow
The world’s largest opera and ballet competition supporting innovation and
excellence
The international FEDORA Prizes competition was initiated in 2014 under the
presidency of Jérôme-François Zieseniss as a tribute to FEDORA’s first President,
Rolf Liebermann. FEDORA encourages innovation and creativity in opera and ballet
through four prizes awarding bold and innovative projects in the making in the areas
of opera, ballet, digital and education. The winners are selected by a prestigious jury
of experts.
The network federates 95 opera houses, festivals, ballet companies and friends
associations in 25 countries, as well as individuals, corporate donors and foundations
to create a sustainable ecosystem between the cultural and economic sector
guaranteeing the future of opera and ballet. It supports innovation and the renewal of
these art forms while embracing the digital shift and reaching out to new audiences.
A unique European online Platform showcasing talent and boosting audience
development
Thanks to the 2 million euros of co-funding of the Creative Europe programme of the
European Union, FEDORA harnesses the digital shift to showcase artistic works-inprogress on its European Platform: www.fedora-platform.com.
“We dedicate our passion and energy to assemble opera and ballet
enthusiasts, who share our vision. Over the last seven years, we have
federated a network of opera and dance companies across Europe
and beyond as well as individual and corporate donors and private
foundations.

The online voting and fundraising tools offer the general audience a chance to vote
for, to promote and to financially contribute to their favourite projects selected in the
competition. Thereby FEDORA encourages audience development and advocates
philanthropy across Europe.

Through the FEDORA Prizes, we raise funds to support innovation,
creativity and emerging artists in the field of opera and ballet. We aim at
encouraging intercultural dialogue, social integration, digital innovation
and interdisciplinary collaboration through opera and ballet. We are
sincerely grateful to our sponsors the Generali Group, the Maison Van
Cleef & Arpels, a private foundation, Kearney as well as to our expert
partners Opera Europa, RESEO, and IMZ International Music + Media
Centre.

Launch of a pilot online Transnational Giving Europe Platform to boost cross-border
giving

FEDORA’s initiative has enabled us to be selected by the European
Commission to benefit from its Creative Europe funding programme.
This support has allowed us to launch a European Platform four years
ago that showcases innovative opera and ballet creations.”

Jérôme-François Zieseniss
President

In 2020, our European initiative became the first non-profit organisation alongside
Common Goal in Europe to test Transnational Giving Europe’s new online
transnational giving system, thanks to the co-funding of Creative Europe. Since the
launch of this new online platform that facilitates cross-border giving and boosts
philanthropy in Europe, already 26 non-profit organisations in the healthcare,
education, sports and cultural sectors have been using the solution and have been
able to generate around €80,000 within 6 months.

IMPACT
€1.5M

private funding invested in innovative opera and
ballet projects

18

new opera and ballet projects supported

20

countries hosted performances

67

co-producing cultural institutions involved

+400
+500,000
+65,000
+€70,000
33
+50%

performances
spectators including more than 100,000 young
people
votes since 2018
raised during the Fundraising Phases since 2018
average age of voters in 2020
of users of the platform are between 18 and 44
years old in 2020

In 2017 FEDORA was awarded with the “Philanthropy Award”
during the International Opera Awards.
In 2019 FEDORA was nominated as “European Cultural Investor
of the year” at the European Cultural Brand Awards.

Next Stage: an initiative for change and recovery on, behind and
beyond the stage
On 18 November, during Opera Europa’s autumn online conference FEDORA and Opera
Europa together launched the Next Stage initiative. This upcoming 4-year project plan
will be dedicated to three focus areas: sustainability; equality; and digital transformation.
Driven by opera and dance companies across Europe, Next Stage will enable these
institutions to transform themselves in order to flourish amid the realities of the second
quarter of the 21st century, while opening up new funding opportunities. Combined with
expert knowledge scaling, peer-learning and best-practice sharing this ‘light-house
project’ will trigger a positive ripple effect on the socio-economic-environmental tissue
of society to build resilience.
The purpose is that opera and dance companies proactively transform themselves, so
that they become exemplary leaders in these three fields. While preparing this initiative,
the resonance within the sector has been remarquable. Over 250 professionals from the
opera and dance field representing XX companies participated in the 3 thematic calls
to brainstorm about innovative initiatives in the three areas.
Watch the video here: https://youtu.be/sUOGEiz3wk0
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